
LR will determine the discr  ncy and update the PGNCS. The guidance then t 
steer down rapidly to achieve the targets. As a result  of the rapid changes, a1 
rates may increase to  an unsafe level for aborting the descent. That is, shoulc 
be required, the altitude rates could not be 
nulled by the ascent engine in time to pre- 
vent surface collision. The Ah limits 18 lo3 
necessary to avoid these rates are shown in 
figure 18. Notice that over the estimated 
30 region of LR initial updating (which at 
the time of that analysis was centered at an 
altitude of only 35 600 feet instead of 
39 000 feet), the Ah limits are much 
greater  than the +30 navigation estimates 
of Ah. However, the flight controllers, as 
well as the crew, monitor Ah to assure  
that the boundary is not exceeded before in- 
corporation of the LR altitude updating. If 
the boundary is exceeded, then the data are 
not incorporated, and an abort  is called. 
When the LM is actually lower than esti- 
mated, no excessive rates are encountered 

= 

I 

upon LR updating. It is necessary only that I LR update altitude, ft 

A Figure 18. - Landing radar  a the LM altitude and altitude rate be above 
the abort limits, defined in the section 
entitled "Trajectory Limits. ,updates. 
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Trajectory limits. - During r ea l  time, trajectory limits a re  monitored for flight 
safety. The prime criterion for flight safety is the ability to abort the descent at any 
time until the final decision-to commit to touchdown. Thus, flight dynamics limits a r e  
placed on altitude and altitude rate ,  as shown in figure 19. Notice that the nominal tra- 
jectory design does not approach the limits until late in the descent, after the crew has 
had ample time for visual assessment of the situation. The limits shown a re  based on 
APS abort with a 4-second free fall for  crew action delay o r  on DPS abort with a 
20-second communications delay for ground notification. The flight controllers and the 
crew monitor altitude and altitude rate,  but because of communication delays with the 
ground, the flight controllers only advise, based on projected trends. The Apollo 11 
altitude and altitude-rate profile shown in figure 19 was near nominal. 

i 
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-Nominal 

----Actual 
3u dispersions -- 

Altitude rate, fps 

Figure 19. - Altitude as a function of 
altitude rate during powered 
descent . 

Thus, crew visual assessment during the approach phase was minimal, which resulted 
in continued approach into the West Crater  area. This problem is discussed further in 
the subsequent section!entitled "Postflight Analysis. '' 

cross range 

Crew visual aseessment. - As stated 
previously, the approach and landing phases 
have been designed to provide crew visibility 
of the landing area. This provision allows 
the crew to a s ses s  the acceptability of the 
landing area, to decide to continue toward 
the landing area, o r  to  redesignate a landing 
away from it with LPD o r  manual control. 
During the Apollo 11 mission, because of the 
initial navigation e r ro r s ,  the descent was 
guided into the generally rough area sur-  
rounding West  Crater  (fig. 20 and the section 
entitled "The PGNCS Monitoring"). West 
Crater  is inside the premission mapped 
area, approximately 3 nautical miles west of 
center. Unfortunately, because of the guid- 
ance program alarms,  the commander was 
unable to concentrate on the window view 
until late in the descent (near low gate). 

the I 
concl 
no b; 
onds 
torec 
man1 
of th 

20 

1 n. mi. 

, I 
Figure 20. - Apollo 11 landing site. 

I / 

Ascent 
~ 

During the real-,time qituation, the crew and flight controllers continually monitor 
d systems and'trajectqry for detection of off-nominal performance. Of primary 
rn is the performance of the APS and the PGNCS. The APS must perform because 
:kup propulsion system is provided. Should the APS f a i l  during the final 30 sec- 
If ascent, the RCS can'complete the insertion. The PGNCS performance is moni- 
by the AGS and powered-flight processor, using MSFN tracking in the same 
!r as in the descent-guidance monitoring. The limit lines a re  set for  completion 
ascent on the AGS should the PGNCS performance degrade. 
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switchover was not required. The APS performance was also excellent. Insertion oc- 
I curred at 7 minutes 15 seconds from lift-off, with 7 minutes 18 seconds being the oper- 

ational trajectory prediction. I 

POSTFL I GHT ANALY S I S 
I 

A postflight analysis is conducted to determine howlthe actual flight perfodnance 
compared with the premission planning. The purpose of a postflight analysis is Fo de- 
termine if the premission planning was adequate and, if it is not, to determine tp 
changes required for subsequent flights. A brief description of the Apollo 11 poytflight 

ning, and a preliminary postflight analysis of the Apollo 12 mission a r e  given. 
results for LM descent and ascent, application of these rbsults to the Apollo 

I 

Apollo 11 Descent I 

The DO1 maneuver was performed nominally, as discussed in the 
tion. The events during powered descent are tabulated in tableiIV. The braking phase 
events were near nominal (table I). Rotation to a windows-up attitude was delaykd 
slightly because of the selection of a slow rotational rateiby the crew. This delay r e -  
sulted in the slight delay in LR acquisition, which took place prior to completio? of the 
rotation. The approach phase, as shown in figure 21, also was consistent with premis- 
sion planning. As shown previously (fig. 20), the descent headed into the a rea  near 
West Crater  because of an initial navigation e r r o r ,  approximat'ely 3 nautical miles down 
range. During the approach phase, the LPD indicated toithe commander that the auto- 
matic system was guiding to a landing up range of West Crater! Later on, the landing 
appeared to be heading into the rock field just beyond West Crater.  This uncertainty 
was caused by several  factors: the time rate of change in LPD angle, e r r o r s  intro- 
duced by terrain variations (primarily slope), and the lack of time for visual assess -  
ment because of crew diversion to guidance-program alarms.  ,(Refer to the section 
entitled "Real-Time Analysis. ") Therefore, not until the beginning of the landing phase 
did the commander t ry  to avoid the large a r e a  of rough terrain:by assuming manual 
control (P66 guidance) at an altitude of 410 feet when the,forward velocity was only 
50 fps.  An LPD input was made, as shown in table IV; but in discussions with the crew, 
it was determined that this input was inadvertent. The landing phase is illustrated in 
figure 22, and the ground t rack is shown in figure 23. The landing site is shown to have 
been moved, through manual maneuvering, approximately 1100 feet down rante and 
400 feet  c ross  range from where the automatic guided descent (under P64 and P66 con- 
trol)  would have landed. The attitude and altitude-rate profile a r e  shown in figures 24 
and 25, respectively. The somewhat erratic behavior of these profiles can be best ex- 
plained by Commander Neil A. Armstrong's comments to the Society of Experimental 
Test Pilots meeting in Los Angeles on September 26, 1969. "I [was] just absolutely 
adamant about my God-given right to  be wishy-washy about where I was going to land. '' 

i 
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TABLE N. - APOLLO 11 LUNAR-DESCENT EVENT TIMES 

a g. e. t., 
hr :  min: sec 

102: 17: 17 

102: 20: 53 

102: 24: 40 

102: 27: 32 

102: 32: 55 

102: 32: 58 

102: 33: 05 

102:33:31 /' 

102: 36: 57 

/' 
/ ,  

102: 37: 51 

102: 37: 59 
I 

1 

22 

b2: 38: 22 
~ 

02: 38: 45 

02: 38: 50 

02: 38: 50 

02: 39: 02 

02: 39: 31 

02: 41: 32 

02: 41: 37 

02: 41: 53 
I 

02: 42: 03 

Event 

Acquisition of data 

LR on 

Alinement of abort guidance to primary guidance 

Yaw maneuver to obtain improved communications 

Altitude of 50 000 feet 

Propellant - setting firing start 

Descent-engine ignition 

Fixed throttle position (crew report)  

i 

~ LR data good 

~ Face-up maneuver complete 

Face-up yaw maneuver in process 

I 

1020 a larm (computer determined) 

i Enabling of radhr updates 
I 
I 

Aititude less than 30 000 ft (inhibit X-axis override) 
I 

Velocity less than 2000 fps (start LR velocity update) 

1202 a larm 

Throttle recovery 

Program 64 entered 

LR antenna to position 2 

Attitude hold (handling qualities check) 

Automatic guidance 

I 
I 

I 

I 

;rounh elapsed time. 
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TABLE IV. - APOLLO 11 LUNAR-DESCENT EVENT TIMES - Conclude 

a g. e. t . ,  
h r :  min: sec 

102: 42: 18 

102: 42: 19 

102: 42: 43 

102: 42: 58 

102: 43: 09 

102: 43: 13 

102: 43: 20 

102: 43: 22 

102: 44: 11 

102: 44: 21 

102: 44: 28 

102: 44: 59 

102:45:03 j 

102: 45: 40 

102: 45: 40 

> 

Event I 

I 

I 

1201 a larm (c  

LR low scale 

1202 alarm (computer deteimined) 

1202 a larm (compute 

Landing point r ede si 

Attitude hold 

Update of abort guid 

1 1  Program 66 entered 

LR data not good 

LR data good 

Propellant low-level sensor light on 

LR data not good 

LR data good 

j I 
, 

I 
~ 

I 

Landing 

Engine off 

"Ground elapsed time. 

-I U) lo3 

Figure 21. - Apollo 11 approach phase. 

- Actual 
--- Planned 

P66 initiation 
Pitch 11" 

400 LPD 31" 

Range to landing site, It 

Figure 22. - Apollo 11 landing phase. 
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The propellant situation during the 
landing phase is summarized in figure 26. 
The actuals shown a r e  based on low-level 
sensor indications. Touchdown is shown to 
have occurred 40 to 50 seconds pr ior  to pro- 
pellant depletion, only 20 to 30 seconds from 
the land-or-abort decision point and approx- 
imately 52 to 62 seconds longer than pre- 
dicted for an automatic landing. The flying 
time below 500 feet was approximately 
2 minutes 28 seconds. 

- 
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Figure 23. - Apollo 11 groundtrack for 
the landing 1 phase. 1 I 
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Figure 26. - Apollo 11 landing-phase 
events. 
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I a l a rms  has been corrected. I 

Apollo 11 Ascent j I 

I , #  

I 
A summary of ascent is given in table V and is compared with premission esti- 

I 1 

I 

I 
TABLE V. - APOLLO 11 ASCENT SUMMARY 

I 
I 
I 

(a) Events 

I 

TFI, min:sec 
I 

Event 

End of vertical r i s e  

Insert ion 

Beginning of velocity 
residual t r im 

Residual triqn complete 

I 

Actual 1 I Premission I 

I 

I 
+ 0~10 i , 

7:15 1 
-- 7:33 I 

i 7:18 , , 

-- 8:37 

AGS (real time) 

I 5537.0 

1 . 60 019 I 30 

Measurement 
type 

Radial 

.fps 
Altitude, velocity, f t  

Down-range 
velocity, 

fPS 

Premission 

PGNCS (real time) 

5535.6 

5537.0 

5537.9 

5540.7 

60 085 . 32 

60 602 33 
I 

MSFN (real time) 

Postflight 

25 

61 249 35 

60 300 32 



TABLE V. - APOLLO 11 ASCENT SUMMARY - Concluded 
I 

(c) Parameters  I 
i 
i 32. 2 I Radial velocity, fps  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Down-range velocity, fps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5534.9 i I C ross  range to  be steered out, n. mi. 
i 

I 

Asc ent tar gets 

. . . . . . . . .  1.7 
Insertion altitude, f t  60 000 I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

PGNCS velocity residuals (LM body coordinates) 
v f p s . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -2.1 

v f p s . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1. a 

Apolune altitude, n. mi. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  47.3 
Perilune altitude, n. mi. 9.5 

gx' 

gz' 

vgy, f p s . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -0.1 

Resulting orbit after residual t r im 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
burn time is attributed to a slightly higher actual thrust-to-weight ratio than predicted. 
No means are available fo determine whether the difference resulted from high thrust 
o r  less weight. Usable APS propellant a t  cut-off was estimated to be approximately 
250 pounds. 

APOLLO 12 MISSION 

I I 
I 
I 

I I I I 
' \  

I Apollo 12 Planning 

The Apollo 12 mission had the same major mission objective as the Apollo 11 mis- 
sion; namely, to land men on the moon and return them safely to earth. In addition, a 
secondary objective for  the Apollo 12 flight was to demonstrate pinpoint landing capa- 
bility, which is required for future scientific missions, by landing within a 1 -kilometer 
(0.54 nautical mile) radius of the target, near the Surveyor I11 spacecraft located at 
Apollo bite 7 (latitude 3!0° S, :longitude 23.4" W). Basically, the planning philosophy 
for  the /Apollo 12 descent and ascent remained the same as the philosophy for  the 
Apollo 11 mission. However, I because the Apollo 11 LM landed approximately 3 nautical 
miles dff target and consumed; more propellant for terrain avoidance than anticipated, 
severaf minor changes $ere considered for the Apollo 12 descent. These changes were 

correcting position e r r o r s  during the descent. 

i 

i 

i 
I 
t concerned with alleviating AV and propellant requirements and with more efficiently 

I propellant requirements were proposed. The first 

; , I '  
CSM before undocking the LM, perhaps even com- 

insertion maneuver. By using this method, the LM AV 
can be reduced by 75 fps and 190 pounds of propellant, 

o r  translation time available in  the landing phase by 20 seconds. 
for analysis and the crew-activity time line did not permit incorpora- 
for the Apollo 12 mission. However, the method was determined to 

I 
1 1  



the same as the Apollo 11 AV and propellant requirements. ~ 

- Update at PDI + 26 set 
pdate at PDI + 6 min 

a # -  
-40 - 

- -80 - 

e c 1- 
I- 

ob k f ; b > i b Q 
Down range, R. n.  mi. Up range, R ,  n .  mi. Down range, R, n.  mi. Up range, R, n.  mi. 

(a) Throttle margin time. (b) Change in characteristic$elocity. 

Figure 27. - Landing site update capability during braking phase. 
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Figure 28. - Predicted Apollo 12 landing dispersions. 
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Figure 30. - The AV requirements for 
down- range redesignations at a 
4000-f oot altitude. 

In summary, the Apollo 12 descent and 
ascent used the same design as the Apollo 11 
descent and ascent. The descent approach 
and landing-phase trajectory were speeded 
up slightly. The capability to update the 
landing site position during the braking 
phase was added. Finally, reduction in the 
descent AV and propellant requirements 
for  missions subsequent to the Apollo 12 
flight was planned. 



Apollo 12 Postflight Analysis 

The second manned lunar landing occurred on November 19, 1969, at Apo 
in the Ocean of Storms, adjacent to the crater containing Surveyor 111. Througl- 
ered descent, all systems performed excellently, with ndt even a program alari 
PDI occurred 5 nautical miles north of the nominal groundtrack. This cross-ra 
tance was known to the guidance and was steered out during theibraking phase f c  
imal  AV of approximately 10 fps. Also, at PDI, an up-range /position e r r o r  oi 
4200 feet was determined by the powered-flight processor. Thus, the landing-s 
tion was updated (moved down range) by that amount early in the braking phase. 
correction resulted in a 5-second-early throttle recovery and 7 slight AV pena 
(fig. 27). A down-range redesignation of 4200 feet could have been performed i 
approach phase, if necessary - however, not as cheaply as the braking-phase I 

(figs. 27 and 30). I 

During the approach phase, the commander was able to determine that thc 
ance was very close (approximately 600 feet, which is the diameter of Surveyor 
to being on target, as illustrated in figure 32. Figure 32(a) shows the view fror 
right-hand window (the lunar module pilot's window) taken in real time by the or 
16-millimeter camera 20 seconds after high gate. Based on this view and with 
tory reconstruction, the view as seen by the commander from the left window w 
termined f rom an analytical computer program, as shown in figure 32(b). The 
commander performed several redesignations late in the approach, as indicatec 
ure  33, to land in a more acceptable area. A plot of the guidance-targeted land 
as a result of these redesignations is shown in figure 34, along with a groundtrack of 
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the landing-phase trajectory under P66 
(manual) control. The commander switched 
to  manual control to  land closer to  the 
Surveyor 111, maneuvering the LM 'some 
420 feet closer (short) than would have 

Redesignation Redesignation Time from P64 
number distance, ft initiation, miwsec 

1 Right 436 0.34 
2 Long 405 0.52 
3 Long 416 0.56 
4 Right 236 1:oO 

e 5 Short 221 1:20 Hiqh qate 
2 6 Short 183 1:22 iPMI 

- 5 6  

Right 78 1:32 
8 [ 1 0 3 ~ ~ ~ p ~ -  Short 420 1:38 

(a) Right-hand window view taken with 
onboard 16-millimeter camera 
(camera tilted 41' to the 
horizon). 

(b) Lunar module altitude above the 
landing site as a function of 
surface distance to the landing 
site. 

Figure 32. - Apollo 12 window views 30 seconds after high gate (altitude, 4000 feet). 
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occurred by continuation of automatic guidance control. The altitude-range profile 
under manual control is illustrated in figure 35. The time of flight in the landing phase 
below 500 feet was 2 minutes (1 minute 5 0  seconds under manual control). This is con- 
sidered nominal for  a manual landing. Total powered descent took 12 minutes 26 sec- 
onds. Premission automatic nominal descent was  11 minutes 20 seconds. 

Redesignation Redesignation Time from P61 
number distance, ft initiation, min:sec 

1 Right.436 0:34 

4 Right 236 1.00 
Manual 5 Short 221 120 

2 Long 405 0:52 
3 Long416 0:56 r :;;ver 6 Short 183 122 
7 Rioht 78 1.37 

Surface distance to landing site, ft 

(a) Landing point designator annle as a 
function of surface distance to 
the landing site. commander's view. 

(b) Computer reconstruction of 

Figure 33. - Apollo 12 approach phase. 
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Figure 34. - Apollo 12 groundtrack for the landing phase. 
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Touchdown occurred 35 seconud l i m e  to landing, min:sec after 
obscures Dust 0:50 d$jl rl,.%yl:m 
M s e c  __ -2-6.1 -5 -5  -9  

P 5 0  
surface 0: 
for final 

Dust ttT I t  t 7 7 

Vertical velocity, fps 

severe- +--Dust 
begins Initiate P66 

2200 
a 

0 200 600 loo0 1400 1800 2200 2600 Moo - Down range,ft 

Figure 35. - Attitude as a function of 
up-range distance for  the Apollo 12 
approach and landing phases. 

The Apollo 12  landing stirred up more dust than the1 Apollb 11 landing durihg final 
touchdown, which resulted in considerable loss  of visibility. (See notes on figure 35.) 
This visibility problem has led to a modification to the landing-guidance program (P66) 
for future missions. In addition to the current manual control mode, the capabiiity has 
been added for the commander to be able to select automatic horizontal velocity nulling. 
That is, should visual cues be lost near o r  during vertical descent, the automatic mode 
could be selected to null any horizontal velocity ,components wh$l'e the commander main- 
tains control of vertical descent rate to touchdown. I 

I I 
I I 

In summary, the Apollo 12 mission, the second highly successful manned lunar 
landing, achieved the first pinpoint landing. The achievement of pinpoint landing greatly 
enhanced the possibilities for  lunar exploration into the rougher; mountainous areas of 
particular interest to scientists. I 

I 
I 

MISS 1 ON-PLANNI NG EXPERIENCE 

Mission planning entails the development of trajectories and associated software 
logic for  accomplishing defined objectives within the capabilities and constraints of the 
spacecrait systems and the crew, when operating in a specified environment. Thus, 
the mission planners' task is primarily one of integration to achieve the proper balance 
among performance, constraints, and objectives. The soundness of the plan is based 
on the ability to achieve mission success with at least 99.7-percent (30) probability while 
maintaining crew safety . 

As stated previously, the basic mission-design philosophy for LM descent and 
ascent remained unchanged throughout the 7 years  of planning. However, as LM sys-  
tems changed f rom design concept to .reality and as operation constraints were modi- 
fied, it became necessary, particularly for the descent, to modify or reshape the 
trajectory and software logic accordingly. 
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In the preceding sections, it has been shown that the final premission plan was 
sound, leading to two highly successful manned lunar landings. The purpose of the fol- 
lowing sections is to provide some insight into typical problems (not intended to be all 
inclusive) encountered by the mission planners and the solutions that evolved into the f i -  
nal operation plan, Because most of these problems involved changing system capabil- 
ities and constraints, the discussion of typical problems is divided into system design 
specifications, system performance definitions, system interfaces, and mission- 
planning flexibility . 

System Design Specifications 

The DPS will be used as an example of problems associated with design specifica- 
tions, because it presented many problems to the mission planners. The original de- 
sign requirements specified a throttle range of 10 500 to 1050 pounds, a range beyond 
the state of the art at that time. This range of thrusting provided three capabilities. 
First, the maximum thrust level provided near-optimum propellant efficiency with an 
initial thrust-to-weight ratio T/W of 0.42 (ref. 3). Second, the minimum thrust  pro- 

vided translation and hover capability in a vertical  attitude near the lunar surface. 
Third, the continuous throttle capability provided the PGNCS the means for achieving 
the desired final position (altitude, c ross  range, and down range) and velocity vectors. 
(See the section entitled VGuidance Logic. 'I) Difficulties encountered in the develop- 
ment ofithe DPS resulted in achieving a nominal maximum thrust of only 9800 pounds 
and not achieving the ful l  design range of throttle capability. The reduced maximum 
thrust  coupled with a weight growth from 25 000 to approximately 34 000 pounds yielded 
a T/W 

0 

of only 0.29. These changes resulted in a loss of efficiency amounting to 
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AV increase o r  600 pounds of additional propellant required. However, only 
nt of this penalty is attributed to the reduction in maximum thrust;  the remain- 
iarged to the weight growth. 

we serious, however,, was the reduced throttle capability. The throttle capa- 
i defined in the section entitled "System Descriptions") was reduced to a range 
60 percent (100 bercent being defined as 10 500 pounds) with a fixed throttle 
at maximum thrust. The propulsion-system designers were satisfied because 
ibility solved the hardware design problems and still achieved the nominal- 
iission duty cycle. However, to the mission planners, the reduced throttle ca- 
was a severe constraint which meant that the means to satisfy PGNCS commands 
wing targeted conditions were not available during F T P  operation. Because 
Eety could be impaired: if desired altitude and velocity targets were not achieved, 
ation was  given a to relaxing the down-range target constraint. However, the 
nge dispersions 'from thrust  e r r o r s  alone would be *9 nautical miles, which was 
ed unacceptable1 even for  mare-type (smooth) landing areas. Modulation of the 
nge thrust  vector by out-of-plane thrusting (roll  about body Z-axis)  similar to 
)r modulation for atmospheric entry could theoretically provide range control. 
), this maneuveqing was incompatible with LR operation and stable conditions 
I monitoring. Thus, it was not given further consideration. 

tempts to regain some throttle control by (1) shallow throttling and (2) throttle 
Mere investigated. Shallow throttling re fers  to a small  (*3 percent) throttle 
;y about FTP. Throttle pulsing refers  to modulating the thrust several  t imes 



; I 

I between FTP and 57 percent (upper throttle region). The cost estimates by the 
propulsion-system designers for  development and test were too high and confidence of 
success too low to warrant use of either of these proposals. However, the secohd tech- 
nique was reviewed and considered for  later Apollo missions, as discussed in the sec- 
tion entitled "Apollo 12  Planning. I' 

that the guidance would command thrust levels to drop within the throttle capabijity 
(less than 57 percent) before high gate. In this manner, the desired target conditions 
could be achieved within the throttling capability of the DPS. Nominally, 2 min4tes of 
inefficient throttling before high gate was required to accbmmodate dispersions 'n thrust 
and navigation. This resulted in a AV penalty of approximately 100 fps  or  approxi- 
mately 380 pounds of additional required propellant. This solution also resulted1 in what 
at first seemed to be a contradiction. A high FTP thrustlperforming engine (hidher than 
nominal) was less efficient, and a low thrust engine was more efficient than nom'inal. 
This was because higher thrust resulted in early throttle lrecovery with a longer ineffi- 
cient throttle region, and low thrust resulted in late throttle recovery with a shorter in- 
efficient throttle region. (See the section entitled "The DPS and PGNCS Interface. ") 

f I 
The solution finally adopted was to target the braking phase inefficiently, such 

t 
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Definit ion of System Performadces I i 

I I 

Many of the mission planners' problems were assohiated with a proper definition 
of system operation performance capabilities and constrdints. lThe DPS, LR, and 
PGNCS are used as typical examples of this type of problem. , 1 

I 

I 

To meet the mission objective of landing on the moon witfi 99.7-percent probability 
of success, the guidance system had to be able to correct for  off-nominal initial- 
condition e r r o r s ,  for  system e r r o r s  during the descent, and for uncertainties of the lu- 
nar terrain on approach to the landing area. Thus, a variety of DPS duty cycles could 
be commanded in addition to the nominal to achieve this objective. The mission plan- 
ners ,  then, needed a definition of thrust and specific impulse as a function of commanded 
throttle to perform trajectory analyses. Because the DPS was an ablative-cooled en- 
gine, the amount of time spent at a given throttle setting affected throat erosion and, 
consequently, affected subsequent performance at given throttle settings. Therefore, 
to provide the mission planners with performance data, the system designers needed 
to  know the specific duty cycle for  each trajectory. Thus, the iteration began. This 
iteration resulted in much confusion and many investigative false starts before the mis-  
sion planners and system designers realized the extent to which the inputs of one af- 
fected the other. The problem was then solved by including the system designers' 
sophisticated DPS model (temperature, pressure relations for  determining appropriate 
thrust, and specific impulse) in the mission planners' simulations for  trajectory genera- 
tion. This simulation included closed-loop guidance and other pertinent systems mod- 
els. This allowed the system designers to incorporate the latest test resul ts  rapidly 
into the mathematical model of the DPS. In this manner, a t rue and updated knowledge 
of the best trajectory and system-design requirements was obtained. 
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The LR problems are analogous to the DPS problems. Again, the mission plan- 
ners '  problems involved a proper definition of the operational performance and con- 
straints. The mission planners needed to know the answers to such questions as the 
following. 

1. At what maximum altitude w a s  the LR expected to operate for  updating the 
PGNCS estimate of altitude and velocity? 

2. What was the accuracy of the updating? 

3. What was the best orientation for positioning the LR beam? 

4. Where would loss  of signal occur because of zero Doppler shift? (The veloc- 
ity is normal to the beam; therefore, no signal return occurs. ) 

5. How close to the lunar surface would the LR operate effectively? 

To deal with these questions, the system designers needed to know several  an- 
swers  themselves. 

1. What trajectory (acceleration, velocity, and position profile) was to be flown? 

2. What were the attitude and attitude-rate profiles? 

3. What was the terrain profile that the LR was to t rack? 
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What were the lunar-surface reflectivity characterist ics? 

: iteration beg?. The LR updates changed the PGNCS estimate of the trajec- 
caused the guidance to change commands and fly a trajectory other than the 

The new commands v d  trajectory changed orientation of the LR beams, 
mlted in different LRlperformance. Again, both the mission planners and the 
esigners were ynderestimating the extent to which the inputs of one affected . That is, the system designers had been tying the design to a nominal trajec- 
pposed to a flight regime. The mission planners were again using an over- 
d system-performance model. The resulting confusion was not cleared until 
m designers' sophistiFated LR model was included in the mission planners' 
ms for  trajectory generation, as was done with the DPS model. The LR model 
acquisition and perfoljmance determined from calculations of signal-to-noise 
each beam as a function of the trajectory conditions (beam incidence angle, 
nd velocity) and'electqonic characterist ics (bandwidth, preamplifier slope, 
pins ,  et cetera). I 

en with the sophisticated modeling of system performances, the outputs were 
letter than the inputs. , Unfortunately, the inputs provided by the system de- 
were often overly conservative; that is, the performance inputs were gross  un- 
ates of the actual system performances. For  example, the system analysis 
ding inputs to'the DPS model was  initially conducted on a worst-case basis. 
all e r r o r  sources were considered unrealistically to be linearly additive. This 
:ge uncertainties in performance and, consequently, required large allocations 
lant to be held in reserve,  which resulted in gross  inefficiency. If this type of 



provided 99.7-percent mission-success planning. I 
I 
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visually for gross  down-track and cross-track e r r o r s  as well as altitude e r ro r s .  There 
were two major controversies. 

1. The effect of the face-down attitude on S-band antenna pointing limits for  com- 
munications with the ear th  

2. The length of time the face-down attitude could be maintained without interfer- 

First, the effect on S - b k d  coverage was considered. It was determined that com- 

ing with LR altitude updating 
I 

munications would be blocked in a face-down attitude. Thus, the choices were as 
follows. 

1. Do not allow the face-down attitude so that ground communications can be 
maintained . 

2. Allow face-down attitude and give up communications. 

3. Allow face-down attitude and modify the S-band antenna limits. 

Because of the operational uncertainties of the systems involved (LR, MSFN, and 
PGNCS), it was decided that the attitude flexibility be provided to the crew for surface 
monitoring and that ground communications be maintained to take advantage of earth- 
based monitoring capabilities. Thus, the face-down attitude was allowed after the as- 
sociated penalties in hardware cost, manpower, testing, and schedule im,pacts for  
modifying the S-band antenna were accepted. 

Second, the effectlof the face-down attitude on LR altitude updating was considered, 
It was determined that the crew could yaw face down o r  face up at their discretion; how- 
ever,  the guidance computer would coqmand (X-axis override) face-up attitude at an in- 
dicated altitude of 30 OqO feet if the crew had not already done so. This provided the 
crew I 
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.h nearly 6 minytes f o r  surface monitoring and still allowed sufficient margin 
JR update to correct  altitude dispersions. On the Apollo 11 mission, the crew 
?d surface monitoring and began yawing at approximately 4 minutes into the 

The LR acquired lock-on to the lunar surface during this rotation at an alti- 
17 000 feet. With this added confidence in LR, PGNCS, and MSFN capabilities, 
racking of the CSM aqd surface features was not deemed necessary for  the 
2 flight. This change, allowed a face-up attitude throughout descent, simplify- 
' procedures, simplifying S-band antenna pointing, and maximizing LR use. 
his change, bed,ause of overly conservative estimates o r  lack of confidence in 
;est-development programs, an  extensive expenditure of manpower and money 
le, which in some cases  was unnecessary o r  at least overemphasized. 

Le preceding prdblem also had considerable influence on mission ]rules; in par- 
the rule callind for  an abort at a PGNCS-estimated altitude of 10 000 feet if LR 
updating had not been established. (See the section entitled "The LR and PGNCS 
2 .  'I) )It was desirable to be able to proceed to high gate without LR to enhance 
success, because manual control of the descent with out-the-window visibility 
trface was possible from that point. However, with the estimates of systems 
ance, it was not safe (on a 99.7-percent basis) to do so. As estimates of sys- 
Pormances change, this mission rule is subject to change. Thus, mission rules 



I 
Without this definition, mission rules could be quite arbitrary, because they wo 
are another pertinent reason for  having the proper definition of system performances. 

based on an unreal situation. 

System Interfaces 

Perhaps the most difficult problems facing both the mission planners and 
tem designers are those associated with interfacing one system with another. Tlhe dif- 
ficulty arises from trying to achieve and maintain compatibility between output from one 
system, which is input to the other. Maintaining this compatibility is often lost./ As 
system development evolves, a necessary modification in one system may result in a 
subtle change in output o r  input format (hardware o r  software)., If this change, id  not 
properly analyzed and tested, it usually will cause problems in 'some phase of thie 
process. Certainly, the responsibility rests upon the system d:esigners to defink all 
such changes clearly. However, it is also the responsib<lity of the mission planners, 
as integrators of system capabilities and constraints for  accomplishing mission require- 
ments, to understand the ramifications of the change and/to communicate these effects 
to program management for  final resolution of the changd. 

Many interface problems had to be resolved in planning LM descent and ascent. 
Most of these problems concerned interfaces between the1 guidqce computer and each 
of the other systems. This was to be expected because the guidance computer is the 
real-time integrator of all other (as well as its>own) system performances and don- 
straints to achieve the desired target objectives. In the real-t[me situation, no lsystem 
interface problems occurred during ascent, and only one linterface problem occdrred 
during descent. The descent problem concerned the interface between the guid+ce 
computer and the RR and has been discussed in the section entitled "The PGNCSlMoni- 
toring. '' Although this interface problem went undetected duridg system design and 
premission simulations, the possibility of this type of problem  had been anticipated 
(computer restart protection). Thus, when the problem occurred in real time, its ef- 
fect was minimized and continuation of the mission was possible. 

I 
I 

I 

Other interface problems that could have been encountered in real time, but were 
not, have also been discussed in the section entitled "Real-Time Analysis. " These 
problems were the subject of the real-time monitoring limits and the rules for  aborting 
the mission. Next, some additional problems encountered in premission planning of the 
LM descent are discussed to illustrate further the difficulties of system interfaces. 

reduce the lunar parking-orbit altitude from 100 nautical miles (original design) to  
80 nautical miles (later reduced to 60 nautical miles) to reduce propellant requirements 
that allowed increases in the system and spacecraft dry weights. The problem was as 
follows. The AV requirement for  DO1 was reduced; thus, burn time on DPS at maxi- 
mum thrust (FTP) was reduced. Unfortunately, it was reduced to the point where the 
PGNCS guidance did not have sufficient time to command an accurate cut-off, which re- 
sulted in  dispersions too large for  continuation of the mission. Obviously, the use of a 
lower thrust  level, which the DPS was capable of, would result in a longer burn time 
and would solve the problem. Because the DPS pas always ignited at 10-percent thrust 
fo r  trimming the gimbal, consideration was given to performing the entire DO1 maneu- 
ver  at 10-percent thrust. Unfortunately, the DPS could not perform this type of burn 

\ 

A typical example was mission design for  the DO1 maneuver. It was decided to 
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and still assure temperature and pressure (supercritical helium pressure-feed system) 
conditions necessary to perform PDI 1 hour later. After many iterations, much cost, 
and extensive testing, it was determined that the solution was  to throttle the DPS man- 
ually, after t r im,  to 40-percent throttle. Auto-throttle logic would unduly complicate 
the software logic. The PGNCS and DPS interface for this maneuver w a s  once again 
compatible. 

An example of the interface problems between the PGNCS and the LR was side- 
lobe lockup. The LR design was such that the beams had a main lobe (strongest pattern 
of signal return) and side lobes (weaker patterns of signal return). This could present 
a problem at low altitudes (below high gate). In the event of LR signal dropout (zero 
Doppler shift, antenna switching), it was possible for  reacquisition to occur on the side 
lobe rather  than on the main lobe. These situations would result in erroneous updates 
to the PGNCS. Rather than change the hardware, it was determined that a satisfactory 
and inexpensive solution would be to modify the guidance software logic to include a 
reasonability test on the LR data before they were incorporated. This solution has 
worked; however, it has further complicated and constrained the PGNCS and LR inter- 
face and continues to be analyzed. This is one of the many examples where software 
logic has been added to solve hardware problems. This type of solution should be exer- 
cised judiciously because of the additional complexity and the limits of the guidance 
computer: fixed and erasable memory, timing requirements, and logic changes. 

Mission- Planning Flexibility 
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ny prob1,ems were encountered because original system designs were molded 
ly to a nominal trajectory. Therefore, it is imperative that the mission plan- 
ne a flight regime for  the system designers, as opposed to only a reference o r  
irofile. Just as’ the system designers should not be arbitrari ly conservative 

This would place unnecessary requirements on system designs and result  in 
grading the performance where it is really needed o r  increasing the develop- 
test costs, o r  both. The mission planners must define the flight regime which 

5 the balance between mission objectives (including crew safety) and system 
es .  This reginie will change when either objectives o r  capabilities change. 
? mission planners’ design must maintain the capability o r  flexibility to accom- 
easonable changes in both. This capability must exist not only during system 
ent but also after the systems become operational. 

: example, in the initial development of the guidance-computer software, the 
argets were allocated /to fixed (hardwired) memory. Erasable memory was 
is quite limited ‘and re/served primarily for  system performance coefficients 
it change because of final tes t  resul ts  reported after computer rope manufac- 
isition of the landing site was  the only descent-trajectory-dependent parameter 
de load. This completely destroyed the mission planners’ capability for oper- 
exibility after manufacture of computer ropes (which can occur several  months 
unch). After it was pointed out several  t imes that system capabilities as well 
In objectives would be, enhanced by targeting changes based on latest system 
Its, the targets were placed in erasable memory. Without this capability, the 
7 and adequacy of mission planning would have been severely hampered. 

g performance,, I neither should the mission planners do so in defining the flight 

I I 



Both the mission planners and the system designers must be alert  to system- 
interface problems, which often go unnoticed for  long periods because of the interfacing 
of technical disciplines. After an awareness has been established, generally, the prob-' 
lem is readily solved. 
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One recommendation for  changing the design concept for  future landing programs 
(beyond Apollo) is offered. The navigation concept based on surface tracking along the 
approach can severely limit the flexibility of landing-site selection. This concept de- 
mands the generation of considerable data from previous missions o r  programs and can 
be the constraining factor in deleting some scientifically desirable sites. A navigation 
technique based on direct  ranging to the landing site during approach provides greater 
flexibility for site selection. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The premission planning for  the lunar descent and ascent phases of the Apollo 11 
mission has been presented and compared with actual flight results.  The Apollo 11 lu- 
nar module descent and ascent compared excellently with premission planning. An ini- 
tial navigation error caused the landing to be approximately 3 nautical miles down range 
from the target, but the landing was still within the premission mapped area. The orig- 
inal three-phase descent design and contingency planning afforded the crew the oppor- 
tunity, late in the descent, to maneuver out of an area of rough terrain to a successful 
touchdown. 

As a result  of the Apollo 11 postflight analysis,  only two minor changes were in- 
corporated in descent planning fo r  the Apollo 12 flight. The first change was the pro- 
vision for  a navigation update of the landing site early in the braking phase to enhance 

loint landing capability. The second change was a slight modification to the de- the pir 
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xgeting to enhance the landing-site redesignation and manual translation capa- 
. the approach and landing phases. 

he Apollo 12  lunar module descent and ascent data also correlated well with pre- 
I planning. During lun'ar module descent, the landing-site navigation update and 
nation capabilities were used, along with manual maneuvering, to achieve the 
ipoint lunar landing. The landing, within 600 feet of the Surveyor III spacecraft, 
vided confidence for  premission planning of future manned lunar-exploration 
IS. 

rom the Apollo experience, it has been shown that many mission-planning prob- 
?re encountered iaS a r,esult of changing system capabilities and constraints. 
rob lems were solved in the Apollo Program and can be avoided in future pro- 
3y (1) proper underst9ding by the mission planners and the system designers 
Djectives and requirements; (2) proper definition and modeling of system per-  
zes; (3) awareness and understanding of system interfaces; (4) definition of a 
Night regime, not just1 a nominal trajectory; (5) maintenance of a capability for  
i-planning flexibility; h d  (6) avoidance of false conservatism in defining system 
lances and flight regimes. 

I 
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Only one recommendation for changing the design concept for future lunar- 
programs (beyond Apolloj is offered. It is recommended that a navigation techn 
based on direct  ranging to the landing s i te  be investigated to replace surface tra 
ing along the approach. This would provide greater flexibility for site selection 
in areas of rough-approach terrain. 

Manned Spacecraft Center 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Houston, Texas, Aumst 25, 1971 
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